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vectors g h, S, prove that the identity

a h (bA ci - (a - c\b - (a -b\c.
\- 4 \- -r- 1- -r-

be three non uero and nbn co-planner vectors euch that

are .npt'parallel. By coneidering the vector product

ppve"that ony vector r c&n be expressed in the form

f h'rla.
, F a&d,fl in terms of I g, and g.

into components parallel and perpendicular to a
'the,decomposition is
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2, (a) Define the following terms;

i. the gradient of a scalar ffeld {,

ii. the divergence of a vector field .F',

iii. the curl of a vector field F. .: : :

':
(b) Prove that

i. div (d S = grad 'i. n { d a;v E,

. ii. curl (d E) - d curl F * grad dA E.

(c) Ler , * xi* vt_+ a& and r - hl and let a be a constant vector. Evaluate

the following:

i. grsd(d . d;
ii. cnrl(a A r,).

Hence show that

la. r\t.gradl#l=- \rtl
tahrln. curt\ 
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.i. (a) State the Stokets Theor€m.

Verify the Stnkels theorcm f.or a,.vec.tor'4 - (h -ili,- yrItr-- yzzk)

where ,9 isthe upper ha,lf srrrfaee of the sphere n, +y" * z2 = 1 ancl C

its boundary.
I' (b) State the Greents Theorem.

l'erify the Green's theorem in plane for .

fr[(r' - xysi dx +'(y' - z*yldy] . '

where C is in the square with vbrtices {0,0), (1,0), (?,?}, (0,2).
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the radial and transverse component of tlie acceleration of a pagicle

in terins of polar co-ordinates (r, d) are

ff rnass-nr rests on a smooth horizontal table attached through

#-'(#)'ond i*,V#)

, #, 4go' {lV * a)

dtr=TF- .
will extend until it's length

half of it's initial velocity.

the table by a light elastic string of modules rng and un-

'at. Initia,lly a string is just taut and the particle is projected

in a direction perpendicular to the line of the string with veloc-

that if r is thc distance of the particle from the fixed point

with velocity u and the tangent to the

{ with a fixed line in the plane. Prove

is 2o and that the velocity

path of

that the

perpen-of the particle along the tangent and

respectively.

'an 
arc of a cycloid which equation is s = 4csinrp,

ve*ex downwards and the tangent at vertex

m is thrbaded on the wire and is projected

, If the resistance of the medium in which

when the speed is u. Show that the bead

s cusp (tp = n 12) and returns to the starting '



Establish the equation

.r'{r) = *Ut#*,,ff
[or the motion of a rocket of varying m&$s rn(t) moving in a straight line with

velocity g under a force,r'(*), matter being ernitted at a constarrt rate with a

rielocity sq relative to the rocket.

(u) A rocket of tota.l rnass rn contains fuei of mass ern (0 < € < 1). This

fuel burns at a constant rate ft and the gas is ejected backrvard with the

velocit-v uo relative to the rocket. Find the speed of the rocket when the

fuel has been completely burnt.

(b) A tain drop falls from rest under gravity through a stationary cloud.

The mass of the rain drap increases by absorbing small dropiets from the

cloud. The rate of increment is rnru, where m is the rnass) u is the speed

and r is a congtant. Show that after the rain drr:p failen a distance o,

rr,2=g(l-"-2rt1.'
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